EXCLAMATIONS FROM AN INTERSUBJECTIVE PERSPECTIVE
Exclamations are a well-established object of research in linguistics. To date, they have mainly been conceived of as syntactic phenomena, that is, from the perspective of 'exclamative sentences'. Exclamative sentences are commonly understood as "sentences in which a speaker expresses in a non-propositional way that a state of affairs described in the sentence does not correspond to his expectations about the world" (d'Avis 2013: 171, translation MP). In research on German, the question of whether exclamative utterances constitute a sentence type in their own right (cf. Zaefferer 1983; Altmann 1987; Näf 1987; Batliner 1988; Oppenrieder 1988; Schwabe 1992) or are rather to be seen as a s"eciic 'anner "f use "f "ther under'ying sentence ty"es (cf. Fries 1988; Rosengren 1992 Rosengren , 1997 d'Avis 2001) has been at the center of syntactic research interests and remains controversial. However, there is consensus that certain syntactic structures are used for expressing exclamativity and have certain describable properties (cf. d'Avis 2013: 174) . In German, the main syntactic formats typically distinguished in the literature (cf. Altmann 1993; Zifonun et al. 1997: 671-675) are as f"''"ws (the right c"'u'n relects the w"rd "rder "f the different German formats which can all be translated 'How tall she is!'):
V1-exclamative
Ist DIE aber groß! Is she {modal particle} tall! 2. V2-exclamative DIE ist aber groß! She is {modal particle} tall! 3. That-exclamative Dass DIE so groß ist! That she so tall is! 4. Wh-V2-exclamative
Wie ist DIE groß! How is she tall! 5. Wh-VL-exclamative
Wie GROSS die ist! How tall she is!
As the examples show, the group of exclamative formats is heterogeneous with regard t" syntax: we can ind the verb in irst (V1, f"r'at 1), sec"nd (V2, formats 2 and 4), and last (VL, formats 3 and 5) position. Exclamatives can occur with modal particles that support the expression of speaker stance (e.g. aber in formats 1 and 2), but there are certain restrictions on which particle can occur in which format (e.g. ja can occur in V2-exclamatives only, cf. d 'Avis 2013: 174) . Furthermore, these syntactic formats can be preceded by facultative elements, such as interjections (e.g. boah) . An important prosodic feature of exclamatives that combines with the syntactic level is the so-called exclamative accent (shown in capitals in the examples). The position of this accent can vary, but it is often found on constituents that typically do not carry the focus accent in non-exclamative utterances (see the demonstrative pronoun DIE in formats 1-4). The present study will narrow its focus to formats 4 and 5, wh-exclamatives with the inite verb in sec"nd "r ina' ""siti"n. The exa'"'es "resented below involve two of the most common wh-elements (called "w-Elemente" in German) that occur with these types of exclamative in the corpus: wie ('how') and was ('what') . In addition to the syntactic formats 4 and 5 shown in the exa'"'es, we a's" fre"uent'y ind a 'ini'a', verb'ess f"r'at, c"nsisting "f the wh-element and an adjective (e.g. Wie groß! 'How tall!'). The minimal format, too, was included in the analysis.
Studies on exclamations in German are, in large part, based on introspective analyses of invented sentences. The empirical exceptions either draw on exclamations in written language (e.g. Näf 1996; Auer 2016) or apply experimental methods (e.g. Batliner 1988; Batliner/Oppenrieder 1989) . Analyses of spontaneous, natural data on this topic are absent in the literature. Therefore, this paper takes a pragmatic approach and addresses exclamatives from an interactional linguistic perspective. While it is assumed that exclamations exist and that they can be realized in different forms -indeed, formats 1-5 all occur in my data -the different points of view regarding the status of exclamations as independent sentence types (i.e. the question of whether 'exclamative sentences' exist or not) are not of interest here.
Regarding work in interactional linguistics more particularly, while much research examines the display of emotion in conversational interaction (cf. Peräkylä/Sorjonen (Eds.) 2012), especially the prosodic design of exaltation (cf. Kallmeyer 1979 ), affectivity (cf. Couper-Kuhlen 2012 Selting 2012 ; for the use of so-called sound objects in English, such as oh and ah, see Reber 2012), and empathy (cf. Kupetz 2015) , there seems to be no work that systematically addresses exclamations. In research on semantic and pragmatic aspects of exclamations, their function is often linked to a certain emotional state: the speaker expresses an affect (cf. Schwabe 1992; Larrory 2004) , is astonished (cf. Fries 1988) , surprised (cf. König/Siemund 2007) or puzzled (cf. Altmann 1987) . With respect to the semantics of the wh-exclamatives examined in this paper, they have been shown to express the speaker's surprise about the degree to which a state of affairs in the world applies (vgl. d'Avis 2001; Rett 2009 ). While these studies adopt the point of view of the speaker, an understanding of exclamations as solely expressing a certain cognitive state of the speaker disregards the role of the listener. If we intend to broaden our understanding of exclamations to include their intersubjective dimension in our pragmatic description, we should look for additional aspects of their usage beyond a purely "expressive" function (cf. Bühler 1934 Bühler /2011 . Based on video recordings of German face-to-face conversations, the present study analyzes exclamations from a context-sensitive social perspective, connecting with research in conversation analysis and interactional linguistics (cf. Couper-Kuhlen/Selting 2001; Ochs et al. (Eds.) 1996 ). An attempt is made to develop this extended perspective by examining how exclamations are used in an interactive context. What kind of social actions do they carry out? How are they sequentially embedded? In other words, how are exclamations linked to what precedes and what follows in interaction? How are the verbal formats combined with bodily resources, such as gestures, facial expression, gaze direction, or body posture, which may support the expression of exclamativity or help identify the object the exclamation refers to?
The goal of this paper is twofold. First, it attempts to describe the relation of the exclamation to the environment of the speaker and the hearer. It puts forward the hypothesis that exclamations are inherently deictic utterances and shows that the deictic dimension of exclamations can be accounted for by Büh'er s (1934/2011) '"de' "f the deictic ie'd "f 'anguage. Sec"nd, this "a"er analyzes the interactive dimension of exclamations. It will demonstrate that exclamations do not constitute social actions themselves, but can be used as resources to carry out different types of actions, such as proffering assessments, noticings, or expressing disagreement. This c"ntributi"n "resents irst resu'ts fr"' the "ng"ing "r"ject Exc'a'ati"ns in interaction: Formal, functional, and visual aspects." I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers and Peter Auer for their helpful comments on a previous version of this paper. I am grateful to Ramona Geng for her help with the transcripts and to Betsy Tremmel for correcting my English. Furthermore, I am indebted to the Baden-Württemberg Stiftung for the inancia' su"""rt "f this research "r"ject by the E'ite"r"gra''e f"r P"std"cs.
THE DEICTIC DIMENSION OF EXCLAMATIONS
Acc"rding t" Büh'er s tw"-ie'd the"ry (1934/2011) , 'anguage has a sy'b"'ic and a deictic ie'd. With res"ect t" the 'atter ter', Büh'er s centra' idea is that the meaning of deictic elements in language (e.g. demonstrative pronouns) is related to "sensory deictic clues" (1934/2011: 94) , such as pointing gestures and their equivalents. Based on this assumption, he distinguishes three different ways of pointing:
"The modi of pointing are various: I can demonstrate ocularly, or I can use the same deictic words anaphorically in speech removed from the situation. Further, there is a third modus, which we shall characterize as imagination-oriented deixis [Deixis am Phantasma, MP] . Nonetheless, one proposition remains phenomeno-'"gica''y va'id: a'th"ugh the index inger, the natura' t""' "f "cu'ar de'"nstrati"n, may well be replaced by other deictic clues, although it is even replaced in speech concerning things that are present, the assistance it and its equivalents provide can never completely cease and simply be dispensed with, not even in anaphora, the '"st re'arkab'e '"de "f ""inting, the "ne s"eciic t" 'anguage. This insight is the "iv"ta' ""int "f "ur d"ctrine "f the deictic ie'd "f 'anguage. (Büh'er 1934 (Büh'er /2011 The irst and '"st basic '"de "f ""inting is "cu'ar de'"nstrati"n , that is, referring to an object in the visually accessible environment of the interactants. The other two ways of pointing are also based on the idea of establishing reference to a certain element, but, in contrast to ocular demonstration, they constitute abstract ways of pointing. The second mode is "anaphoric deixis", the very s"eciic case "f using 'anguage t" refer t" 'anguage itse'f. When using the third mode of pointing, "Deixis am Phantasma" (translated as "imaginationoriented deixis"), the speaker and the hearer displace themselves to imagined -that is, 'e'"rized "r icti"na' -"'aces and ""int t" certain i'agined "bjects, just as they do when demonstrating ocularly within the actual spatial environment.
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The following analysis aims to show that the ways in which exclamations establish reference to an object in face-to-face interaction can be categorized according to Bühler's three modes of pointing. In order to clarify the argument of the present paper, it is important to note that in Bühler's model, only certain linguistic elements -prototypical examples are I, here, or now -are deictic and can point in one of the three modes described above. Extending this point of view (although Bühler may not have had in mind such an extension of his theory), this paper hypothesizes that exclamative formats as a whole -conceived of as multimodal constructions including the syntactic and prosodic format, preced-ing interjections and vocalizations, as well as accompanying bodily resources -are eo ipso deictic. According to this hypothesis, exclamations are among the deictic resources of a language and point to objects, just like Bühler's deictic elements, in the narrower sense, do. Although exclamations often do contain deictic elements (see the pronoun DIE 'she' in the examples above), their deictic force as a whole is not dependent on these items. Exclamations are deictic because they are resources for constructing stance towards objects, primarily towards objects in the immediate environment of the speaker and the listener or towards things that have just happened in interaction. These are inherently referential acts that require "pointing" to something that is present in the communicative situation. It is this referentiality and their situatedness in the here and now that provide exclamations with a deictic momentum.
One of the most salient properties of exclamations in social interaction has to do with their relation to the surrounding world: every exclamation establishes a reference to a certain element. In what follows, this element the exclamation points to will be called the object of exclamation. The object of exclamation can be, and often is, a visual perception in the immediate environment. In this case, the speaker often faces the task of establishing a common focus of attention with the co-participants on the perceived object. This kind of exclamation corres""nds t" "cu'ar de'"nstrati"n, Büh'er s irst '"de "f ""inting. The "bject of exclamation can be of a linguistic nature as well. An exclamation can "point" to what somebody has said; it can refer to prior talk. This use of exclamative utterances corresponds to Bühler's second mode of pointing, anaphoric deixis. Additionally, the object of exclamation can be abstract, located only in the imagination of the speaker and the hearer. This type of exclamation corresponds to Bühler's imagination-oriented deixis. On the interactional level, it will be sh"wn t" "resent very s"eciic cha''enges with res"ect t" a c"''"n "rientati"n of the speaker and the hearer towards the object of exclamation. As in these cases, the object of exclamation can only be present in the minds of the speaker and the hearer; the speaker cannot rely on immediate sensory information from the environment in order to establish the effect of exclamativity. This contribution aims to illustrate the deictic dimension of exclamations and to show that the different modes of pointing entail different challenges for interaction.
THE USE OF WH-EXCLAMATIVES IN FACE-TO-FACE INTERACTION
Based on Bühler's model, this section presents the three deictic dimensions of exclamations which correspond to the three modes of pointing: exclamation as ocular demonstration (3.1), as anaphoric deixis (3.2), and as imaginationoriented deixis (3.3). The three dimensions will be illustrated with case studies from the corpus.
The following analysis draws on video recordings of German face-to-face c"nversati"ns, taken fr"' the irst seas"n "f the rea'ity TV sh"w Big Br"ther broadcast in 2000. In this show, ten participants spend 100 days together in the Big Brother house, which is equipped with cameras and microphones. Every week, one person must leave the house. The participants interact spontaneously -that is, the show is not scripted -and are involved in different everyday activities, such as cooking, playing games, engaging in sports, discussing, or telling stories.
EXCLAMATION AS "OCULAR DEMONSTRATION"
When analyzing exclamations in conversational interaction, one of the most striking observations is that exclamations often refer to visual perceptions of the immediate environment. It is this observation which is presumably most indicative of the deictic dimension of exclamations: exclamations are anchored in the here and now of the communicative situation. As a consequence, when producing an exclamation, the speaker often needs to call the recipient's attention to an object in the common deictic space using verbal, vocal, and bodily resources.
We will consider two examples for the prototypical usage of exclamations in conversation. In both cases, the exclamation refers to something in the immediate environment that is visually perceived by the speaker. However, the examples differ with respect to the moment in which a common focus of attenti"n is estab'ished between the s"eaker and the 'istener. Whi'e in the irst example, a common focus on the object of exclamation already exists when the speaker utters her exclamation, in the second example, this focus is established by the exclamation itself.
In the following extract, the inhabitants of the house enter a room where the producers of the show have arranged several items for the preparation of a Chinese dinner. This sur"rises the inhabitants. J"hn is the irst t" wa'k in and t" discover the items, followed by Andrea, Verena, Sabrina, and Jürgen (transcription follows the GAT 2 conventions by Selting et al. 2011, see J"hn ( Fig. 1/Fig. 2 , "n the 'eft) is the irst t" enter the r""'. As he "erceives the items, he produces a lengthened and accented interjection (MOA::H, l. 01) followed by a nominal phrase (chinesischer Abend 'Chinese evening', l. 01) which can be seen as an interpretation of what the perceived objects are supposed to be used for. This utterance, produced in falsetto, constitutes a positive assessment and initiates a veritable cascade of subsequent aligning assessments. Andrea (Fig. 1/Fig. 2 , on the right) enters the room right after John and gazes at the items precisely at the moment in which John starts his turn in l. 01. At the beginning of Andrea's turn in l. 02, both John and Andrea are still gazing at the items. That is, they maintain a common focus of attention when Andrea produces her aligning assessment. Her turn consists of several components: the lengthened and accented interjection NÄ:: ('no'/'gosh'), produced with creaky voice, a loud inhaling (see rounded and opened mouth while gazing at the items, Fig. 1 ), and the verbless wh-exclamative wie GEI:::L ('how cool', l. 03), accompanied by a hand gesture (Fig. 2) . Verena (Fig. 3 , on the left) and Sabrina (Fig. 3 , in the middle) enter the room right after Andrea and join in with positive assessments, several of them in the form of exclamatives (V2-exclamative: ah des_is ja GEI::L 'wow this is so cool', l. 09; wh-exclamatives: oh wie SCHÖ:N 'oh how great', l. 04; oh wie SCHÖN 'oh how great', l. 10, o::h oh wie WUNderschön 'oh oh how wonderful', l. 13).
One of the salient properties of exclamations in conversation is that they often occur in clusters. Example (1) provides possible explanations for this observation. With regard to the actions they perform, all the wh-exclamatives constitute assessments, with the inhabitants evaluating the perceived objects very positively. It is important to note that in this semi-mobile setting, the participants enter the room one after another and each of them is performing a "disc"very "f "bjects. Theref"re, it is dificu't t" say whether s"'e "f the assessments are to be seen as "second", that is, as directly responding to a previous assessment, or if they should be seen as more independent from each other. Although the exact sequential relationship between the assessments cannot be reconstructed here, it seems plausible to assume that at least the assessments in l. 09, l. 10, and l. 13 are related to each other because all the participants are co-present in the room and have a common focus on the cooking items while they are uttered. Given the preference for agreement in conversation (cf. Auer/ Uh'ann 1982; P"'erantz 1984), it is n"t sur"rising t" ind a cascade "f ""sitive assessments in this context. One way of expressing agreement with the previous speaker is to use the same turn design for the action the turn is supposed to implement. Here, the exclamative formats (wh-element + positively evaluating adjective; pronoun + predicative with positively evaluating adjective) indicate a similarly strong scaling of the assessments. But even if we assume that the assessments are more independent from each other and are not primarily designed in a similar way for expressing agreement, there is another possible explanation for the clustering of exclamatives: among the variety of possible turn formats for carrying out assessments, the speakers may have chosen exclamative constructions because they are particularly suited for carrying out strong, emphatic assessments.
Besides the use of exclamative formats, the participants draw on the same additional resources to express their aligning positive stance towards the items: interjections, either prosodically integrated, for example as initial elements of exclamations, or as prosodically independent units (e.g. O:::H 'oh', l. 05), prosodic means (high pitch and intensity, lengthening of accented syllables, creaky/ falsetto voice), vocal means (loud inhaling, l. 03, l. 05), and facial expression (the loud inhalings of Andrea and Sabrina are both accompanied by changes in facial expression characteristic of surprise: a raising of eyebrows and an open, rounded mouth, see Fig. 1 and 3 ; cf. Darwin 1872; Heath et al. 2012) .
With regard to their deictic dimension, all the wh-exclamations in this extract constitute cases of ocular demonstration -the exclamations "point" to the cooking items by virtue of their exclamative format. Due to the semi-mobile setting, incoming participants do not share the focus of attention with the participants already present in the room right from the start. However, when entering the room, they immediately direct their gaze towards the object of exclamation, presumably following the gaze direction and the body posture of the already present participants. For all the wh-exclamatives uttered in example (1), a common focus on the object of exclamation already exists between the speaker and at least one of the co-participants (common focus between Andrea and John in l. 03, between Andrea, John, Verena, and Sabrina in l. 04, between Andrea, John, Verena, Sabrina, and Jürgen in l. 10 and l. 13). Given the common focus, the exclaiming speakers can use a minimal form of the wh-exclamative only consisting of the wh-element and a high degree adjective (l. 03, 04, 10, 13) to refer to the object of exclamation. The same holds for the bodily behavior. Pointing gestures which help to identify the object of exclamation are not necessary and do not occur. Instead, simultaneously with the evaluative adjective of her exclamation, Andrea forms a two-hand-gesture (Fig. 2) , consisting of both hands held to the left and the right of her mouth forming a triangle. This gesture is characterized by a s"eciic te'""ra'ity: it is a fr"zen gesture that is he'd for several seconds before being released. It is neither a deictic, nor an iconic one, but rather one that supports the expression of exclamativity. Therefore, this gesture seems to be -just like the resources mentioned above -at the service of designing a strong positive assessment. Overall, the participants in this extract make use of an accumulation of resources on the verbal, vocal, and visual levels in order to achieve an effect of maximum exclamativity.
In the next example of exclamation as ocular demonstration, the exclamation refers to an object that has not yet been interactionally established as a common focus of attention. Therefore, the following example differs from the previous one with respect to the resources used to establish reference to the object of exclamation. In this example, Andrea, Jürgen and Sabrina are sitting at the breakfast table. As part of a teasing activity between Jürgen and Sabrina that had already been going on for a while, Sabrina makes fun of Jürgen by exposing his drooling. For this purpose, she uses different verbal means, including a wh-exclamative, and an accompanying pointing gesture (the direction of the poiting gesture is indicated by an arrow, gaze direction by dashed arrows, cf. also Stukenbrock 2015). In l. 01 (morgens war das immer sO SCHÖN 'it used to be so nice in the morning'), as part of a complaint about the frequent and extended quarrels between Jürgen and Sabrina, Andrea refers to the pleasant time before Sabrina's arrival to the Big Brother house (she moved in to replace another inhabitant who had decided to voluntarily leave the house). In the following lines 02-05, she co-constructs, together with Jürgen, a scenario of the past as a quiet time and reaches a conclusion in l. 06 (ja: dAs waren ZEIten 'yes what times they were'). In l. 05, Jürgen gives the reason why the breakfasts were more peaceful in the past than in the present: there were just 'the two of us' (wir ZWEI), referring to himself and Andrea -the reference of wir ('us') becomes evident in the mutual gaze between Jürgen (Fig. 4 , on the left) and Andrea (Fig. 4 , on the right). This narrowing down of the "scenario of peace" to only two of the present interactants, while implicitly excluding Sabrina, accuses her of being responsible for the "loss" of quiet breakfasts. In response, Sabrina does not directly react to this accusation by, for example, justifying herself or blaming Jürgen for being responsible for the quarrels himself, but produces an exclamation that introduces a completely new topic. In l. 07, with a loud voice and starting with the interjection BOAH and the quasi-lexicalized discourse-organizing imperative guck mal 'look' (cf. Proske 2016), Sabrina utters a wh-exclamative (wat der SABbert 'how he's drooling'), producing the last syllable of the verb with creaky voice. Additionally, with the spoon held in her right hand, she performs a pointing gesture to Jürgen's mouth that reaches its stroke on the exclamative accent (Fig 6, l. 07 ). While Sabrina subsequently starts to laugh (l. 08), Jürgen replies to this face-threatening remark with a similar, even upgraded, compromising reproach (l. 09-10), blaming Sabrina for having just drooled herself (dir d' ielen auch die BROCKen gerade aus_m MUND 'a couple of chunks have just fallen out of your mouth').
With respect to the question of what prompts this exclamation, it is important to note that Jürgen's production of ZWEI ('two') in l. 05 exhibits an articulatory irregularity. The initial affricate /ts/ is produced with the tongue displaced towards the incisor teeth, leading to a "lisp" sound. This irregularity might be due to drooling, although we cannot be certain because the camera is not directed towards Jürgen at this moment. What we do know, however, is that Jürgen compresses his lips immediately after the articulation of the vowel of ZWEI (Fig. 5) . As compressed lips can obviously not be seen as a part of the articulatory movements of a vowel, they may rather be seen as a "repair" movement that hinders the food from falling out of the mouth. Both the lisp sound and the compressed lips provide Sabrina with auditory and visual "evidence" for a suitable object of exclamation on which she can base her reply to Jürgen's initial accusation. With her noticing, Sabrina exposes Jürgen's inadequate social behavior (the lack of table manners) and thereby initiates a new sequence which makes relevant some kind of justifying reaction by Jürgen. It is now not she, but Jürgen who is put on the spot. While in example (1), the exclamations carry out assessments, in example (2), the exclamation is doing a noticing which leads to a different sequential development. This shows that exclamations do not have the status of social actions themselves, but are a resource that can be used for different types of actions.
Moreover, in contrast to example (1) where minimal forms of wh-exclamatives (wh-element + adjective) were used, in example (2), the relevant perceived object is not at the focus of attention at the moment the exclamation is uttered. Rather, the exclaiming speaker establishes the focus by the exclamation itself, using several verbal and bodily resources: the discourse-organizing imperative guck mal 'look' which precedes the wh-structure and serves as a focusing directive, the demonstrative pronoun der ('he') which refers to Jürgen as a person, the verb SABbert ('drooling') which refers to Jürgen's mouth by virtue of its semantics, and the pointing gesture to Jürgen's mouth. To summarize, exclamations that refer to objects which have not yet been interactionally established require different "pointing devices" at the verbal and/or the visual level.
EXCLAMATION AS "ANAPHORIC DEIXIS"
Let us now turn to the second deictic dimension of exclamations, which consists in "pointing" to what somebody has just said. Here, language itself is the object of exclamation.
In the example below, Jürgen, Sabrina, and Andrea talk about the norms of interacting with each other in a relationship. While Jürgen believes it is completely normal to ask your partner to go and get things for you, an opinion supported by Sabrina, Andrea believes that you should not ask your partner to do so, but should get the things you need on your own.
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Adr: das_is do h sel st erstÄ dli h e ir as i h PASST-
It is self-evident that if I need something dass i h_s ir da SEL er hole gehe.
that I go and get it myself then 03 (-)
of course I don't say go and get it for me S r:
[ INTJ what is that ADV INTJ Adr:
[ a ] KLA:R.
But of course i h s hi k do h i h_ A der e i h ger e as HA e ill.
I surely don't send somebody else when I'd like to have something
. da hol_i h ir do h SEL er ei e SA he . -
Then I go and get my stuff myself
During the conversation preceding this extract, it has become clear that Jürgen's and Sabrina's opinions differ from Andrea's. Starting in l. 01, Andrea explains her position using a conditional construction and reaches a possible turn completion point in the end of l. 02. As there is no reaction from her coparticipants during the short pause (l. 03), she expands her turn in l. 04. While the apodosis in l. 02 expresses what is 'self-evident' (selbstverstÄndlich, l. 01) for her, that is, what one should do in her view, the turn expansion in l. 03 ('of course I don't say go and get it for me') states what one should not do according to her, that is, explicitly denies Jürgen's and Sabrina's opinion, which Fig. 7 ). Both resources project upcoming disagree-'ent. After Andrea has inished her turn, "uite a '"ng "ause "f 1.7 sec"nds emerges (l. 06), which constitutes another indication of an upcoming dispreferred action. By withholding their turns, Jürgen and Sabrina orient to the conversational preference for agreement and give Andrea a last chance to revise her ""siti"n. As this d"es n"t ha""en, Sabrina "r"duces a irst wh-exc'a'ati"n (was is DAT dann 'what is that', l. 06) that overlaps with a second wh-exclamation by Jürgen (boah wat is DAT denn ey 'what is that', l. 07), who simultaneously leans forward and puts his elbows on the table (Fig. 8) . Both exclamations express disagreement with Andrea's opinion, which contrasts with that of the speakers. Andrea's reaction shows that she, indeed, interprets the wh-constructions as referring to her previous statement. Immediately and in overlap with the second exclamation, she insists on her own position (na KLA:R 'but of course', '. 08), f"''"wed by a justiicati"n ('. 09 and 10). B"th c"'""nents are ty"ica' in the context of disagreement.
With respect to the deictic dimension, the exclamations in example (3) differ from the two examples in the previous section. In this example, the object of exclamation is not visually perceivable; it is impossible to point at it in the literal sense, that is, to demonstrate ocularly. The object of exclamation is not visual, but linguistic in nature. Both exclamations refer to Andrea's preceding talk in which she presents her position. Therefore, instead of using a pointing gesture like in example (2), the exclaiming speakers need to resort to anaphoric deixis in order to refer to the relevant object. They need, to use Bühler's words (1934 Bühler's words ( /2011 , the '"de "f ""inting s"eciic t" 'anguage . In this exa'"'e, in both exclamations a deictic word (the demonstrative pronoun DAT 'that', l. 06 and 07) is used to explicitly establish reference the object of exclamation. However, as exclamative formats as a whole are deictic, this is not necessary for an exclamation to function as anaphoric deixis. Exclamations with no deictic items, such as 'how ridiculous', can also be used to refer to something that has just been said.
EXCLAMATION AS "IMAGINATION-ORIENTED DEIXIS"
In the examples analyzed in the previous two sections, we have seen how exclamations point to visually perceivable (3.1) and to linguistic objects of exclamation (3.2). From a cognitive perspective, linguistic objects of exclamation are -just as spoken language in general -transitory in nature. In order to be able to refer to them with an exclamation, they must still be present in the minds of the speaker and the listener after the acoustic signal of the spoken word has disappeared. This is in contrast to cases of ocular demonstration, where a visual object of exclamation is sensorily accessible at the time the exclamation is uttered. The third deictic dimension of exclamations, Bühler's Deixis am Phantasma ("imagination-oriented deixis"), is similar to anaphoric deixis in that a representation in the minds of the interactants is necessary for the "pointing" to function. However, in Bühler's psychological terms, while linguistic information that can be referred to anaphorically is to be found in the "immediate retention", that is, the working memory, the long-term memory is involved in imagination-oriented deixis:
"When the psychologist comes across performances of so-called immediate retention, he looks for similar performances in the realm of retention that is no longer i''ediate but 'ediate, that is, fu''y-ledged 'e'"ries and c"nstructive "hantasy.
[…] We will call this third mode of pointing imagination-oriented deixis. Thus, ocular demonstration must be distinguished from anaphora and imaginationoriented deixis." (Bühler 1934 (Bühler /2011 In the following, we will examine an exclamation that points to an imagined object, meaning the object of exclamation is neither visually accessible nor accessible in the immediate retention of what has just been said. Rather, the listeners need to "look" into their memories in order to establish a common focus.
In example (4), Manu (on the left), Joana (in the middle), and Kerstin (on the right) have made themselves comfortable in a "camp" consisting of blankets and pillows and are discussing a party that took place in the Big Brother house some days ago. It is important to know that Kerstin and another inhabitant, Alex, hooked up the night following the party. That's why they did it After having asserted to each other what a good idea it was to build the camp and how comfortable it is (l. 01-05), Manu initiates a new topic (they had not been discussing this topic in the entire preceding conversation) using the interjection oah followed by a wh-exclamative (wie dUnkel es auf der PARty das letzte mal war 'how dark it was at the party the last time', l. 06). While the participants are not gazing at each other in the beginning of the exclamation (Fig. 9) , Manu establishes mutual gaze with Kerstin who, therefore, is to be seen as the addressee of Manu's exclamation. Interestingly, Joana also gazes at Kerstin (without having previously looked at Manu and without following her gaze direction), showing that she, independently, has interpreted Manu's exclamation as being directed at Kerstin. Kerstin, however, does not immediately respond to the exclamation when Manu reaches a possible turn completion point after the question tag (ne 'isn't it', l. 06) which explicitly makes relevant a response. This is in contrast to examples (2) and (3), in which the recipient of an exclamation promptly reacts to the exclamation (the exclamations in example (1) see' n"t t" be directed t"wards a s"eciic reci"ient), with the ty"e "f reaction being dependent on the action carried out by the exclamation.
As Kerstin does not take the turn, Manu delivers a prepositional phrase that s"eciies the exc'a'ative utterance (also ich mein de' di' °h bei den letzten LIEdern we'' I 'ean during the 'ast s"ngs , '. 07). M"re s"eciica''y, it is the "bject "f exc'a'ati"n which is s"eciied here: Manu refers n" '"nger t" the high degree of darkness at the party in general, but to the high degree of darkness during the last songs. As during this elaboration Kerstin only provides a minimal response (ja 'yes', l. 08), Manu extends her turn beyond a next possible completion point, producing the accented interjection BO::AH (l. 09), emphasizing the noteworthiness of the observation presented in the exclamation. While uttering this interjection, Manu establishes mutual gaze with Joana, who produces a response token (hm_hm, l. 11), which may be seen as an indication of some kind of shared knowledge with respect to the situation referred to. In overlap with the interjection and Joana's response token, Kerstin starts an attempt to respond to the exclamation, delivering another minimal response (ja 'yes', l. 10), followed by an evaluating adjective (COOL 'cool', l. 12) and the beginning of a syntactically more complex assessment (da war_s richtig 'That was really', l. 13). However, Kerstin interrupts her predicative construction at a point where another evaluating adjective is syntactically projected. Manu neither helps Kerstin by co-constructing her turn, nor continues to wait in the end "f '. 13 unti' she inishes the assess'ent herse'f. Instead, Manu "resents the solution to the riddle of what was so remarkable regarding the darkness: in her view, the producers of the TV show wanted to make Kerstin and Alex dance together (l. 14), presumably because Manu believes the producers had realized that they were attracted to each other. By not reacting to Kerstin's beginning of an assessment, she indicates that she does not accept an assessment as an adequate response to her exclamation, meaning she does not categorize her "wn exc'a'ati"n as a irst assess'ent that 'akes re'evant a sec"nd assess'ent. After J"ana s afir'ati"n "f Manu s ""ini"n (hm_hm, l. 15), Manu emphasizes the "hidden motive" for the darkness (DESwegen ham se_s gemacht 'That's why they did it', l. 16). By presenting this solution, her exclamation becomes retrospectively accountable: Manu herself treats it as an "observation in need for explanation", not as an assessment.
This exclamation is similar to the one in example (2) with respect to the fact that speakers are pointing to a completely new object that is introduced by the exclamation itself. In example (4), however, the object of exclamation (the high degree of darkness at a party which all participants had attended), cannot be pointed to in the same way as the "drooling" in example (2). Although, in a certain manner, the object of exclamation consists of a visual perception, it is not an immediate perception directly accessible in the environment as was the case in the examples of ocular demonstration (1) and (2), but a mediate perception experienced in the past, an imagined space which can only be accessed indirectly through a representation in long-term memory. The absence of an adequate recipient reaction to this exclamation, which could not be observed in the other examples, gives rise to the hypothesis that exclamations which point at abstract, i'agined "bjects ""se s"eciic cha''enges f"r the 'istener. An a'ternative interpretation for the lack of an adequate recipient reaction may have to do with the delicate and potentially face-threating topic (Kerstin and Alex's hookup) that Manu is indirectly introducing and that Kerstin may be unwilling to discuss. Based on this case study alone, it is not possible to claim that imagination-oriented deixis is indeed cognitively more challenging for recipients. What can be said, however, is that imagination-oriented deixis occurs less frequently in the current c"''ecti"n "f exc'a'ati"ns and see's t" be used f"r s"eciic ty"es of actions.
This example indirectly provides evidence for the assumption that exclamations always happen in the here and now and, therefore, supports the hypothesis that exclamations as a whole are always deictic. This example is highly marked because despite explicitly referring to a remembered space (cf. the past tense of the verb war 'was', l. 06), the exclamative format "pretends" that something is happening in the here and now (cf. the interjections oah, l. 06, and BO::AH, l. 09).
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The "ur""se "f this "a"er was, irst, t" intr"duce the hy""thesis that exc'amations as a whole are inherently deictic phenomena, regardless of whether they contain deictic linguistic items in the narrower sense. Overall, the analyses show that the common assumption that exclamations refer to something that is unex"ected (cf. d Avis 2013: 171) can be s"eciied, at 'east f"r their use in face-to-face-conversation. Exclamations refer to objects that: 1) are sensorily, most often visually, perceived; 2) have just been said; or 3) exist in the imagination. Ocular demonstration seems to be the most natural way of producing an exclamation. The reason for our preference to exclaim at visual objects may have to do with the dominance of visual perception over other human senses, a claim that has been discussed in comparative linguistic work (cf. San Roque et al. 2015) . Anaphoric deixis is related to ocular demonstration in that the object of exclamation is immediate sensory information, that is, the acoustic linguistic signal. Imagination-oriented deixis seems to be more peripheral in exclamations. In these cases, the object of exclamation is not present in the here and now of the immediate environment and, therefore, cannot be made accessible to the recipients in the same natural way.
Going beyond existing analyses of the expressive function of exclamations from the point of view of the speaker, the second aim of this contribution was to analyze the interactive dimension of exclamations. As the examples show, exclamations do not have the status of social actions by themselves, but are used as communicative resources for carrying out different types of actions, such as assessments or noticings. That is, exclamations are not always "doing" the same thing, but ""ssess the lexibi'ity t" serve different interactive "ur""ses.
Several important questions concerning the interactive dimension of exclamations could only be touched upon in this paper and must be left to future research. First, when and through what means is the focus on the object of exclamation interactionally established? The focus may have already been established previously, or it may be established by the exclamation itself. Are there syntactic differences between the tw" cases? D" we ind '"re 'ini'a' syntactic formats (see example 1) in the former than in the latter case? If the exclamation itself establishes the focus, how is the interplay between the different components of the exclamation (syntactic and prosodic format, preceding interjections and vocalizations, and bodily resources) organized? Second, concerning the expression of exclamativity, how is the division of labor between the different components of exclamations organized? We have seen that bodily displays (e.g. the "frozen gesture" and the facial expression in example 1) can support the expression of exclamativity, but what "exclamative force" do they have compared to, for example, the syntactic structure, the exclamative accent, or a preceding interjection? More qualitative research on the use of exclamations in face-toface interaction that draws on a larger database will be necessary to address, and maybe answer, some of these questions.
